**Jingle the Brass**

by Patricia Newman

Read-aloud trip on the 1926 railways of California, complete with a glossary of railroading terms and beautiful watercolor illustrations

Topics: 20th-Century History

Age Groups: Early Elementary (K-3), Late Elementary (4-6)

Book Type: Fiction

Publisher: Farrar Straus Giroux, 2004, New York, NY

---

**The John Bull: A British Locomotive Comes to America**

by David Weitzman

A detailed history of one of the earliest steam locomotives in American history, rich with intricate pen and ink drawings

Topics: 19th-Century History

Age Groups: Early Elementary (K-3), Late Elementary (4-6), Middle School

Book Type: Nonfiction

Publisher: Farrar Straus Giroux, 2004, New York, NY

---

**The John Bull 150 Years a Locomotive**

by John H. White, Jr.

Details the history of the John Bull locomotive engine and includes photographs and detailed drawings of the interior and exterior of these powerful engines that changed the way people traveled.

Topics: 19th-Century History, 20th-Century History

Age Groups: Middle School, High School, Adult

Book Type: Nonfiction

Publisher: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1981, Washington, DC